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In cities with and without major ports, from Hamburg to Lisbon, from Paris to Barcelona,
from Berlin to Los Angeles, from Barranquilla to Havana, from Durban to Dublin, port
professionals and scholars from multiple disciplines have gathered to discuss port cities
over the last three years [1]. The topic is not new, but the high number of events signals
increased interest. So far, these conferences, sessions and workshops mostly fall into two
categories: those organized by professionals of ports and technology who seek to improve
the functionality of the port and academics from social science and humanities fields who
explore  a  broad  range  of  port  city-related  developments.  Despite  the  difference  in
attendees’ backgrounds and purposes, two commonalities stand out: First, both explore
interrelation of port and city; second, a new and strong interest in history on the side of the
port  developers  matches an increase of  history-oriented events  among academics.  The
proliferation of events raises the question: Are there novel opportunities for collaboration
among different fields and approaches?

Port Authorities, maritime logistics, technology companies, and engineering departments at
major universities have long studied port efficiency, safety, and energy. As the discussions
in their conferences show, they see the need for both an integrated approach towards port
and city and historical awareness. This is particularly well demonstrated in a publication on
the “Competitiveness of  Port Cities”,  launched at a conference of  the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 2013 and published in 2014 [2]. The
publication acknowledges positive effects of the port spill over to locations beyond the city,
while most of the negative effects are concentrated in the port-city, and it asks how negative
port impacts can be mitigated. In the first sentence of its introduction, the publication
specifically brings up the past, describing a historical shift: “Ports and cities are historically
strongly linked, but the link between port and city growth has become weaker” [3]. The
references to the integration of port and city and its historic evolution are striking, but not
unique. Professional institutions, port authorities, and governments have opted for some
time to collaborate with each other more closely to foster regional visions and large-scale
planning – that is, planning that takes into account more than the functionality of the port.
Institutions such as the Association Internationale Ville et Ports (AIVP), also shape research
and collaborations through their  conferences and publications and have addressed the
changing relationship of port and city over the last 25 years [4]. Port authorities are thus in
search of an integrated approach to improve the relation between port and city and for
further engagement with historical information elements that academics may be able to
offer.
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Conference in Baranquilla on port cities in 2014.
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Conference Participants in Baranquilla.
(Source:https://www.uac.edu.co/noticias-economicas/noticias-administracion-maritima-y-fluv
ial/item/1878-barranquilla-hacia-una-ciudad-puerto.html)
 

As professional conferences engage with territories beyond the port, and times beyond the
present and future, scholars from the social sciences and humanities employ innovative
ways to research port cities, stressing the multiple social, political, and cultural aspects of
port cities in addition to their economic role. Perhaps most striking in the multitude of
conferences is the boom of events explicitly focused on the history of port cities. Five out of
51 sessions at the meeting of the European Association of Urban Historians in Lisbon in
2014 explored themes of port cities [5].

Even more strikingly, the World History Association (WHA) discussed port cities in world
history in a dedicated symposium in 2014 [6]. Some 60 scholars convened to discuss social
and cultural aspects that are largely absent or only discussed in passing in the professional
conferences. The geographical range was broad, with an astounding number of papers on
Asian ports and Spanish colonial networks. Specific topics included issues such as crime and
lawlessness,  issues of  piracy,  commerce,  colonialism and colonial  empires,  multi-ethnic
communities, ports as information centres, and ports and culture – all  themes that are
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highly  topical.  These  studies  on  issues  of  migration,  ethnicity,  and  identity  (or  image
construction) complement the scope of the port professionals in their attempt to connect
port and city.

[one_half]

Poster of the 2014 conference of European Association of Urban Historians (EAUH) where
numerous panels addressed issues of port cities.

[/one_half]

[one_half_last]

https://portusonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Image-3_Poster-of-the-2014-conference.jpg
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The program of the event on images and imaginaries of port cities in Bordeaux 2015.

[/one_half_last]

So far, the two groups have pursued their interests independently, for the most part. But
their simultaneous interest in the multiple facets of port and city interaction and into their
longer history may provide an incentive to push the two areas to integrate their research
perspectives, specifically inciting the port professionals to increase collaboration with social
scientists  and  humanists,  including  historians  who  taken  a  broader  and  more  critical
perspective towards port and city development. The study of port cities can also provide a
framework  for  collaborative  and  comparative  research  in  the  humanities  and  social
sciences; many more conferences will offer opportunities for new investigations. Collective
efforts would benefit both the study of port cities and port cities themselves.

https://portusonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Image-4_Program-event-Bordeaux-2015.jpg
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Head Image: City and port: Poster for the conference held in Havana in 2015.


